The Return of the God of War [The Protector] Chapter 2477
“Come, see if your divine armor and divine body are strong! Or my King Kong is not bad and strong!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

When the “gods” hit Levi Garrison with no effect.

They were even more shocked.

“What

?? ” “Human beings actually have a physique comparable to gods?”
“Impossible! I must break it!”

… The

gods were provoked and displayed more powerful attacks to break Levi Garrison’s King Kong Not bad.
“Kacha!”

“Kacha!”

…

Sure enough, under the powerful attack, the King Kong indestructible body shattered little by little.

Nearly invincible in the outside world, even the gods and the like of the heavenly strategy must
desperately to the seventh layer of diamond is not bad magic.

In the hands of these “gods”, it is still easy to break open!

Just when these gods were about to smile, Levi Garrison’s body let out an extreme roar.

An aura of destruction burst out.

His incorruptible body is becoming more and more dazzling!

There are eight circles of light flashing!

King Kong is not bad for the eighth layer of magical arts! ! !

At present, the outside world knows that only two people have achieved the highest level of practice.

Levilia’s masters were all stunned…

“Clang!”

“Clang!”

…

Sure enough, the eighth layer of King Kong is not bad for the magical powers, and this group of “gods”
can’t help it.

It’s very difficult to deal with.

A powerful attack hits the body, and it has no effect at all.

“This is the same physique as our Fusion Armor! It’s too strong! How can human beings have the means
to approach gods?”

These gods were even more surprised.

“We must break open! Fuse all our divine powers to break it!” After the

gods discussed, they wanted to fuse all the divine powers of a dozen or so gods to defeat the eighth
layer of the incorruptible body in one fell swoop.

“God’s power!”

“God’s power!”

…

Soon their divine powers merged and turned into a single attack, blasting towards the indestructible
body of King Kong.

“Click!”

“Da da da da da…”

Levi Garrison’s impervious diamond body was immediately torn apart, and the whole person was
repelled hundreds of meters.

Just stabilize the figure!

“It’s normal to claim to be a god! The eighth floor is completely unstoppable!!!”

Levi Garrison sneered.

“So, what about the ninth floor?”

Levi Garrison’s voice just fell.

“Boom!”

A breath of hell flooded the entire area.

The world has changed.

Thunder and lightning were surging, and black clouds were everywhere.

The world became grayish white, as if the end of the world had come.

“Buzzing…”

Amidst waves of trembling.

The terrible coercion filled out heavily, and even forced more than ten people to withdraw.

It was as if there was an invisible wall blocking them in front of them.

However, Levi Garrison’s Immortal King Kong body changed.

Nine golden phantoms appeared, firmly protecting Levi Garrison’s body!

“This…Is this the ninth-layer King Kong indestructible body? It’s terrible, right?”

Levilia’s masters were dumbfounded as if they had never seen the world.

They kept exclaiming…

“We really underestimate cunning humans! There is such a powerful technique!”

they said.

“Kill! He must be killed!”

More than a dozen gods started to attack Levi Garrison just like crazy.

“Om!”

But the “gods” were immediately blocked by the first phantom!

They displayed the divine power that they had just attacked the eighth-layered indestructible body,
which was useless at all.

Unbreakable!

shocked!

This is just the first phantom body!

There are nine ways!

The body can only be reached after the Nine Dao…

“Kill!!!”

More than a dozen gods are really crazy.

Their last fight is bound to break the ninth layer of the King Kong Indestructible Body!

“Boom!”

“Boom!”

…

Here, the sky is broken.

That scene is something that Levilia’s masters have never seen in their

entire life… see the world!

“Boom!”

Finally the first phantom broke open!

“Chong! Keep going!”

